Blocking Products
MTi GROUP offer an extensive range in blocking products for the mining
industry. All blocking products have been selected for ease of use
and to create a varied and extensive range of options to suit your
particular situation. With consideration of the broad conditions
and circumstances you encounter MTi Group have designed diverse
top quality blocking products at competitive prices.

Foam Block’s (part # BKseries) 100 per bag
These Foam Blocks are made from the highest quality mixture, a blend of high and low density
formula facilitate a block which releases slowly but retains memory to provide the best possible
grip on the hole boundaries.
With an anti bacterial and fungal additive the foam blocks will not break up over time or
deteriorate during prolonged storage or in damp areas.
The BK100 is sized to suit any hole from 69 - 102mm, the BK230 is sized to suit 203mm holes,
BK230 to suit 230mm holes and the BK270 to suit 270mm holes. The foam block will solve some
of your drill and blast problems.

Collar Cap (part # CC-102) 234 per box
This large locking spring is suited to holes from 76 - 102mm. The innovative design has multiple
anchor points to ensure adequate grip. The Collet design results in the spring closing upon itself
to minimise leakage when used as an alternative to bottlebrushes, in the case of emulsion. The
tapered design makes insertion easier and the overall shuttle cock appearance ensures that the
spring tracks straight even in the deepest holes or the worst ground conditions.

Collar Cones (part # CCseries) box qty depends on part#
The new range of collar cones are the only injection moulded variety on the Australian Market.
Injection moulding unlike inferior rotation moulding uses less plastic and allows a more complicated purposeful design with no sharp edges. The MTi GROUP Collar cones come complete with
handles and down line securing tabs built into each cone as well as an anti lock stacking tabs
to prevent cones sticking together. Made from a high visibility, UV Stabilised, impact resistant
material the MTi version of the Collar Cone is about 20% lighter and stronger than conventional
rotation moulded cones. Also available is a heavy duty trailer for carrying the larger bulkier
cone, this trailer has been designed by MTi GROUP for mining conditions complete with suspension, lighting, toolbox and carry cage.
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